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How Often Do You 

Play Games?



Word Bank

Free Time Actions



play sports 



surf the internet



hang out with friends



listen to music



read comics



jog



go for a bike ride



skateboard



go to a concert



spend time with family



garden



play games



watch movies

จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้



จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้

1. ออกเสียงค าศัพท์เกี่ยวกับกิจกรรมยามว่างและประโยคที่ใช้ถาม

ความถี่ในการท ากิจกรรมได้

2. พูดเสนอเกี่ยวกับกิจกรรมยามว่างและความถี่ในการท ากิจกรรม

เหล่านั้นได้



Adverbs of Frequency
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usually

always

frequently

often

sometimes

occasionally

seldom

rarely / hardly

never

I always do sports.

Jane usually surfs the internet.

Tom frequently goes for a bike ride.

They often go fishing.

My mother sometimes goes shopping .

Joe occasionally walks a dog.

Nicky seldom gardens.

Smith rarely goes skateboarding .

Nut never plays football.

Adverbs of Frequency



Exercise 1 



1. How often do they cook?

__________________________.

2. How often does she go 

shopping? 

__________________________.

3.  How often do they go for 

a bike ride?

__________________________.

4. How often does he garden?

__________________________.

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 



Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 

cook



go shopping

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 
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go for a bike ride

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 
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garden

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 



1. How often do they cook?

__________________________.

2. How often does she go 

shopping? 

__________________________.

3.  How often do they go for 

a bike ride?

__________________________.

4. How often does he garden?

__________________________.

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 



1. How often do they cook?

_____________________________.They always cook together

They cook together every day.

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 



2. How often does she go shopping? 

_____________________________.She sometimes goes shopping

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 



3.  How often do they go for a bike ride?

_____________________________

They rarely go for a bike ride.

They go for a bike ride on Sunday.

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 



4. How often does he garden?

_____________________________.He often gardens 

Instructions: Look at the weekly schedule and discuss 

about how often is each activity done a week. 



Exercise 2



Instructions: Ask and answer the questions 

with your friends.

Name Action Frequency Q: What do you do in    

your free time, Nani?

Q: How often do you do that?

A: I always cook. 

A: I cook.

Nani cook /every dayalways

I cook every day.



Let’s wrap it up!

.

Q: What do you do in your free time?

A: I (free time action).

Q: How often do you (free time action)?

A: I (adverb of frequency) (free time action). 



บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป

สิ่งที่ต้องเตรียม

เรื่อง Why Do You Like Watching Movies?

1. ใบความรู้ที่ 1 เรื่อง Why do you like watching movies?
2. ใบงานที่ 1 เรื่อง Why do you like watching movies?

(สามารถดาวน์โหลดได้ที่ www.dltv.ac.th)



Spend your free 

time the way you 

like, not the way 

you think you’re 

supposed to.
– Susan Cain-


